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BLEND ALL IN
ONE

BLEND ALL IN ONE is a single step polishing compound that
also promotes protection for the paint. 

It protects the paint for up to 5 months and combines the gloss
of carnauba with the ceramic resistance of SiO2, in addition to a
significant water beading effect. 

Its high cutting power eliminates medium to severe swirls and
marks (comparable to P2000 or finer sandpapers), leaving an
excellent finish at the same time.

ONE STEP POLISH
AVAILABLE IN: 500 ML (16.9 FL.OZ)

REF.: 2026003



BLEND
CERAMIC &
CARNAÚBA
PASTE WAX

BLEND CERAMIC & CARNAÚBA PASTE
WAX is a hybrid wax composed of SiO2
and the purest type 1 Carnaúba, which
protects the vehicle surface for up to
seven months. 

The product promotes ceramic
resistance, warm glow of carnaúba and
water beading.

PASTE WAX WITH SiO2 &

CARNAÚBA

AVAILABLE IN: 100 ML (3.4 FL.OZ)

REF.: 2026001



BLEND CERAMIC
& CARNAÚBA
SPRAY WAX

BLEND CERAMIC & CARNAUBA SPRAY WAX is a hybrid
spray wax specially composed of SiO and the purest type 1
carnauba wax that protects the vehicle’s surface for up to
four months. 

The product promotes ceramic resistance with the benefits
of a warm gloss effect of the carnauba and amazing water
beading.

LIQUID WAX WITH Si02 

AND CARNAÚBA

AVAILABLE IN: 500 ML (16.9 FL.OZ)

REF.: 2026002



Blend Carnaúba & SiO2 Paste Wax Black Edition is a hybrid
wax, developed for dark-colored cars, especially the black
ones. 
The perfect harmony between SiO2 and the type 1 carnaúba
wax promotes an extra shine, enhancing the vehicle's color.
Besides, it protects the car's paint for up to seven months.

BLEND CERAMIC &
CARNAÚBA PASTE WAX

BLACK EDITION
SPECIAL EDITION FOR
DARK-COLORED CARS

REF.: 2026004

AVAILABLE IN: 100 ML (3.4 FL.OZ)



BLEND CERAMIC & CARNAUBA SPRAY WAX BLACK EDITION is a hybrid wax
composed of SiO2 and the purest type 1 Brazilian carnauba wax that
protects vehicle surfaces for up to four months, especially the dark-colored
ones. The product promotes ceramic resistance with the benefits of a warm
glow provided by the carnauba wax and an excellent water beading effect. 

BLEND CERAMIC &
CARNAÚBA SPRAY WAX

BLACK EDITION
SPECIAL EDITION FOR DARK-COLORED
CARS

AVAILABLE IN: 500 ML (16.9 FL.OZ)
REF.: 2026005



Blend Ceramic & Carnaúba Metal Polish is a product with exclusive formulation
that unites special abrasives, pure Carnaúba and SiO2, resulting in an
innovative metal polisher. It promotes shine and prolonged protection. The
product can be used with machines or manually on surfaces such as aluminum,
iron, stainless steel, copper, brass, chrome, and several other types of metals.
SUGGESTION: perform an application test in a small area.

BLEND CERAMIC &
CARNAÚBA METAL

POLISH

METAL POLISH

Available in: 150g (5.29 FL.OZ)
REF.: 2026006



AVAILABLE IN: 100 ML (3.4 FL.OZ)
REF.: 2023004



NATIVE
BRAZILIAN
CARNAÚBA
PASTE WAX
BLACK EDITION

Native Black Wax is  handmade with
Brazilian Carnaúba wax extracted
directly from the Carnaúba tree from
the state of Ceará. This state is the
producer of the best and purest
Carnaúba wax worldwide, being also
the leading exporter.
Native Black Wax is an exclusive wax
on the market. Being extremely
pleasurable to use, it leaves a velvety
touch on the vehicle’s paint and
promotes an exceptional glossy shine.
Native is indicated primarily for
collectors, enthusiasts and
professional detailers seeking a unique
and high-quality product.

AVAILABLE IN: 100 ML (3.4 FL.OZ)

REF.: 2023005



Contains the highest-grade carnauba wax
from the state of Ceará. It promotes a

deep shine and high beading effect power
to the vehicle paint. NATIVE is ideal for
maintaining the shine, especially after

washing the car.

Contains in its composition the purest
type 1 carnauba wax from Ceará and
nano-abrasives that make it ideal for
use before NATIVE BRAZILIAN
CARNAÚBA PASTE WAX. It promotes a
warm shine and protection to the
vehicle surface.

NATIVE BRAZILIAN
CARNAÚBA
CLEANER WAX

NATIVE
BRAZILIAN
CARNAÚBA

SPRAY WAX

AVAILABLE IN: 500 ML (16.9 FL.OZ)

REF.: 2023003

REF.: 2023002
AVAILABLE IN: 500 ML (16.9 FL.OZ)



V-FLOC is a high performance and neutral pH
concentrated car wash. Its formula contains conditioning
agents and special surfactants that provide a gentle and
efficient washing. 
V-FLOC has a high degree of lubrication, promoting a
significant reduction of the friction coefficient, providing
a better slide of the microfiber mitt, and effectively
reducing the paint's chances of causing marks. V-FLOC
also promotes the shine and renewal aspect of the paint.

V-FLOC
CAR SHAMPOO

AVAILABLE IN: 500 ML (16.9 FL.OZ)

Dilution to 1:400
Dilution on Snow Foam: 1:20

REF.: 2011069 



CARNAÚBA
HYBRID WAX
Vonixx’s Carnaúba Hybrid Wax is
developed with the purest Carnaúba
from the state of Ceará and high-grade
polymers that protect and brighten for
a long time.

EXCLUSIVE

AVAILABLE IN: 200 G (7.05 OZ) REF.: 2009006



V80
V80 is a synthetic sealant developed to
provide high protection and water
beading power to the vehicle's paintwork.
Its exclusive formula assists in
eliminating small imperfections and
promotes the paint's wet and deep shine.

SYNTHETIC SEALANT

AVAILABLE IN: 500 ML (16.9 FL.OZ)

REF.: 2009023



STRIKE
STRIKE is a balanced formula product
that acts on removing tar and most
residues of adhesive glues and self-
adhesive labels in general. 

AVAILABLE IN: 500 ML (16.9 FL.OZ)

REF.: 2018010



IZER
Izer is a ferrous decontaminant of neutral pH
that removes soot from oxidized brake on
wheels, acts in the elimination of oxidation of
ferrous material of the paint and other external
parts of the vehicle and helps in the removal of
rust spots in chrome parts. In the engine, it
helps to remove the oxidation of metal parts,
leaving it with a renewed appearance.

AVAILABLE IN: 500 ML (16.9 FL.OZ)

REF.: 2011040



SHINY
SHINY renews, protects, and gives the
tires an intense and long-lasting shine.
The product does not come out when in
contact with water and can reach the
durability of weeks, maintaining the wet
shine aspect.

TIRE DRESSING

AVAILABLE IN: 500 ML (16.9 FL.OZ)

REF.: 2018005



REVOX
REVOX is a synthetic tire sealant formulated to
protect and renew its appearance, leaving a
satin finish with total water repellency. Its
exclusive formula is solvent-free,
environmentally friendly, and non-flammable.
REVOX is exceptionally resistant to mud and
rain, leaving the tire clean for longer.

AVAILABLE IN: 500 ML (16.9 FL.OZ)

REF.: 2011016



Sintra Fast is a pH-balanced, bactericidal and germicidal
flotation cleaner, indicated for cleaning panels, sides and
corners of doors, carpets and upholstery. It promotes
high power to remove grease stains and various soils, in
addition to eliminating disease-causing microorganisms
inside the vehicle. Sintra Fast reduces odors inside the
vehicle, making it healthier and free from impurities.

SINTRA FAST
BACTERICIDE CLEANER

DISPONÍVEL EM: 500 ML (16.9 FL.OZ)

REF.: 2011044 



RESTAURAX
Restaurax promotes a slight shine in internal
plastics. Also belonging to the plastic restorer
and renovator category, its exclusive formula
contains special polymers that also protect the
parts against the action of time, preventing early
degradation of the material. Restaurax also has
a durability of up to six months. Do you want to
know a particular feature of the product? It also
works on external plastics!

AVAILABLE IN: 500 ML (16.9 FL.OZ)

REF.: 2009015



INTENSE
Intense is a plastics renovator with UV
protection, which balanced formula
promotes natural finish and dry touch,
with durability of 6 months. The
product must be used specifically
inside the car, on surfaces such as
vinyl and plastics in general.

AVAILABLE IN: 500 ML (16.9 FL.OZ)

REF.: 2009039



SIO2-PRO is a ceramic spray sealant that
promotes water beading, provides a

velvety touch, and considerably reduces
the friction coefficient, reducing the

chances of marks. It can also be used for
the maintenance of plastics, headlights,

and ceramic-coated paints, extending its
useful life.

SPELL is a touchless sealant, based on
SiO2, which acts immediately to the
paint when applied. Promotes
immediate water beading effect,
creating a film of shine, UVA and UVB
protection to the paint, plastics, glass,
and wheels.

SPELL

SIO2-PRO

REF.: 2018011

TOUCHLESS SEALENT

SYNTHETIC SEALENT

REF.: 2018005

AVAILABLE IN: 500 ML (16.9 FL.OZ)

AVAILABLE IN: 500 ML (16.9 FL.OZ)



V-LEATHER PRO
V-LEATHER PRO is a coating for leather, developed
based on nanoparticles derived from silicon, with
high resistance and hydrophobic power. It forms a
highly flexible and invisible film that protects the
leather for up to 1 year, promoting UV protection.
Besides, it prevents the proliferation of fungi and
bacteria, reduces marks caused by jeans, improves
the resistance to friction, acts against the drying of
the leather, and helps prevent stains caused by
conventional liquids and dirt. The product makes
the leather super soft, does not change the original
color of the seat, and allows the material to
breathe.

AVAILABLE IN: 50 ML (1.6 FL.OZ)
CURING TIME:

PARCIAL: 6H
TOTAL: 72H

 REF.: 2018013



V-LIGHT PRO
V-LIGHT PRO is a high-performance coating,
specially developed to recover headlights
composed of polycarbonate and which have
undergone oxidation over time. The product
forms a glassy and semi-flexible, transparent,
and resistant film, which also acts against UV
rays and provides a water beading effect.AVAILABLE IN: 50 ML (1.6 FL.OZ)

CURING TIME:
PARCIAL: 4H
TOTAL: 48H

REF.: 2018016



V-PAINT PRO
V-PAINT PRO is a ceramic coating for painting,
developed with reactive silicon molecules that coat
the vehicle surface and form a nanotechnological
barrier of high resistance and durability of up to 3
years. The product promotes excellent water
beading behavior, UV protection, and deep shine.
Due to the nanofilm formed in the painting, it
minimizes the harmful effects of tree sap, bird
droppings, the action of sunlight, salt air, acid rain,
and even the micro-scratches caused by poorly
executed washes, avoiding the premature wear of
the paint. 

AVAILABLE IN: 50 ML (1.6 FL.OZ)

CURING TIME:
PARCIAL: 12H
TOTAL: 6 days

 REF.: 2018018



V-PLASTIC PRO
V-PLASTIC PRO is a semi-permanent
coating, developed exclusively for the
treatment of plastic surfaces, to renew
and restore plastics for up to three
years. It promotes UV resistance and
protection. It can also be used in new
plastics to avoid material degradation
and extend its life up to three times.
You can apply V-PLASTIC to bumpers,
panels, and door sides.

CURING TIME:
PARCIAL: 4H

TOTAL:72H

AVAILABLE IN: 50 ML (1.6 FL.OZ)

REF.: 2018015 
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